The proposed scheme implemented a semi blind digital watermarking method for video exploiting MPEG-2 standard. The watermark is inserted into selected high frequency coefficients of plain types of discrete cosine transform blocks instead of edge and texture blocks during intra coding process. The selection is essential because the error in such type of blocks is less sensitive to human eyes as compared to other categories of blocks. Therefore, the perceptibility of watermarked video does not degraded sharply. Visual quality is also maintained as motion vectors used for generating the motion compensated images are untouched during the entire watermarking process. Experimental results revealed that the scheme is not only robust to re-compression attack, spatial synchronization attacks like cropping, rotation but also strong to temporal synchronization attacks like frame inserting, deleting, swapping and averaging. The superiority of the anticipated method is obtaining the best sturdiness results contrast to the recently delivered schemes.
MPEG-2 STRUCTURE
The target of development of MPEG-2 algorithm tools is to achieve high compression ratio both in spatial and temporal domain for video multimedia objects. As shown in Figure 1 , the structure permits to segment the video into the number of frames. Three frames are categorized as Intra-picture frames typically called I-frames, forward-predicted frames identified as P-frames and bidirectional frames named as B-frames.
A typical MPEG-2 coding standard [10] creates a group of sequence of pictures termed as GOP. The structure of GOP consisting one I-frame followed by a chain of P-frame and B-frames. The display order and processing order is different as shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3 respectively proposed by [10] . MPEG-2 does not adamant about the size of GOP. The flexibility is beneficial for compression and watermark technology both. I-frames are encoded to reduce the spatial redundancy therefore no reference from other frames is required. P-frames and B-frames are used to minimize the spatial and temporal redundancy both. Pframes is use to predict from the previous I-frames or P-frames. The blocks associated with P-frames are comparable to the set of block of same size in the previous I-frames or P-frames. The best matching block in the reference frame is used to predict for the latter. B-frames employs two references frames and these two types may be the combination of I-frames and P-frames or both P-frames. In a classical sequence, encoded Iframe is three times larger than a coded P-frame, which is two times larger than I-frames. Thus the highest compression is provided by B-frames. There are numerous key technologies used in MPEG-2 structure such as DCT, quantization, motion estimation and motion compensation and VLC coding. These are broadly classifying into three major parts: intra-coding process, inter-coding process and encoded bit stream. Previous suggested work exploits one of these areas to implement the video watermarking scheme. Watermarking through inter-coding phase is based on intelligently utilizing the motion vectors used for generating the motion compensated image in alliance of P-frames and B-frames. There are two major problems associated while embedding the watermark in such frames. First issue is the holding of less capacity of watermark objects as they are highly compressed by motion estimation based technique. Secondly, the bit-rate of resultant watermarked video increases by exploiting these such frames. The primary advantage of encoded bit stream based video watermarking is that no encoding and decoding required during the insertion and retrieval process respectively. Yet, a limited information as watermark is allowed to insert the watermark object into the host. Another constraint is the increase in computational complexity. Desiging the watermarking system through intra-coding process is promising to utilize the DCT and quantization process processed through I-frames. Quantized 8x8 DCT block contains one DC and 63 AC coefficients. DC coefficient based watermarking system suffers from degrading the visual quality of watermarked video as the average information is concentrated in this coefficient. AC coefficients are rich source of high frequencies i.e. contains a very small value. Considering entire AC coefficients degrade the perceptibility significantly therefore exploiting few coefficients not only support the human visual system (HVS) by preserving the visual quality of watermarked object but also control on increase in bit rate. Therefore it is suggested that AC coefficients based watermarking scheme with some constraint not only provides high visual quality of watermarked video but also withstand against temporal synchronization attacks like frame insertion, deletion, swapping and averaging. In view of merit of it, the proposed scheme has chosen such areas for designing the video watermarking system in order to obtain the balance tradeoff between perceptibility and robustness. 
PROPOSED METHOD
The proposed model of video watermarking algorithm is based on encoding the raw video in MPEG-2 standard. The binary watermark is embedded only in those selected quantized 8x8 DCT blocks which are categorized as plain DCT block as defined in section 3.2. The characteristics of the video frame are analyzed in order to find the appropriate DCT block used to insert one watermark bit and so there is a one to one mapping between inserting bit and selected block. Single coefficient instead of several AC coefficients exploited to obtain the better quality of watermarked video as minimum changes are required during watermarking process. This not only minimizes the computation cost but also aid to maintain the quality of watermarked video. The embedding process requires only two frequency coefficients lies at rightmost bottom represented by an oval shape as shown in the Figure 4 . The simulation results to obtain the elapsed CPU time for watermarking purpose is eloborated in the experimental section 4.3.
Key generations and watermark preprocessing
A two dimensional binary image Watermark.tif having bit depth 1 used as watermark. Three keys as (K1, K2, K3) are extracted from the watermark itself in the following manner. K1 and K2 denotes the number of rows and columns respectively has been used to extract the watermark. K3 is evaluated from the size of the watermark and treated as third key used to stop the extraction process while recovering the watermark. A watermark object is encrypted by using double columnar transposition method [11] before inserting into viode object to further enhance the security of the watermark itself. The encrypted object is converted into one dimensional array as B w = {{W s }, s=1, 2,……N; W s є{1 , 0}} to pick one bit at a time.
Extraction of smooth discrete cosine transform blocks
Discrete cosine transform [12] is the process of splitting the host signal into four frequency bands; DC, low frequency (L f ), high frequency (H f ) and edges (E d ) as shown in following Figure 4 . DC characterize the average information contained by the signal. L f represents the low frequencies regions whereas H f expresses the pixels lies on high frequencies regions. Finally, E d denotes the pixels containing the frequencies at edge regions. DCT and further quantization operation reduces the spatial redundancy by concentrating energy in few coefficients lies at left upper part of the block. Each DCT block of 8 x 8 pixels is further classified to recognize the type of DCT block as per the following conditions [13] . A block is treated as edge block if ((
then the block is considered as plain type block and it is classified as texture block if (((∑ L f + ∑ H f ) > 290)). The plain type of blocks are the concern in the proposed scheme as these blocks support HVS and rest others are ignored from watermarking process however always be a part of MPEG-2 compression process. 
Watermark Insertion Process
The embedding method is started with extracting the I-frame from each GOP. The extracted I-frame is further divided into three channels; one as luminance channel Y and other two Chroma channels known as C B and C R respectively. Segregate the Y-component, the most luminance part, into nonoverlapping 8*8 blocks to apply the DCT and quantization operation using standard quantization matrix. Once it is confirmed that the current block is smooth DCT block then the embedding process of inserting one scrambled watermark bit is delivered as follows:
For this purpose, only two AC coefficients are utilized and one of them requires changing marginally as per the clause (1) defined above. To insert another bit, select another quantized plain DCT block to embed just next bit of watermark by using the same method described above. The process is repeated till entire watermark bits inserted in equal number of plain types of blocks. During this process, some plain DCT blocks may be untouched if the numbers of such blocks are larger than the number of watermark bits. In order to reduce the probility of estimating the relationship between watermark bits and DCT blocks, again watermark bits will be started to embed watermark bits from the scratch for remaining such blocks. Although this process consumes unnecessary CPU cyles but provides the additional security to the overall watermarking process.
A threshold must be set by confirming that the lower value must remain lower and higher value must remains higher for those coefficients participating in the watermarking process. The significance of constant is set to 0.1 ensures that this watermarking algorithm works perfectly even if the threshold is fixed to zero. The threshold best worth obtained at 0.3 evaluated by experimental results explained in section 4.1. The scheme reflects that most of the DCT blocks, comes under the category of edge and texture block remain unchanged during the watermarking. It not only maintains the visual quality of watermarked video but also offer high robustness. The structure of 8 th quantized plain DCT block from 131 st I-frame before and after embedding the watermark bit 1 is illustrated in Figure 5 and Figure 6 respectively. 
Watermark Extraction Process
The estimation of watermark bits is based on the relationship between the coefficients belongs to embedding region. The process of retrieval of watermark object is started by creating the blank matrix with the aid of two keys K1 and K2 defined at section III-A. Initialize it by inserting with 'all zeros'. This way ensure about the size of the retrieving watermark. Partition the watermarked video into the sequence of frames. While processing I-frame, convert it into YCBCR spacing. Select the Y component require to 3337 segment into 8x8 non overlapping blocks used to perform DCT followed by quantization process. The extraction process is started just after confirming that the current block is plain DCT block. The retrieval of bits is described as follows:
if the coefficient value of H f (8, 7) is less than the coefficient value of H f (8, 8) then watermark bit '0' otherwise '1' is extracted and store into the buffer. Now the buffer is incremented by one. Before incrementing the buffer, one more condition is applied to check that whether the buffer size is equal to the size of third key K3 defined at section 3.1. If the clause is true then extraction process will stop otherwise continue to extort another quantized plain DCT block to approximate next bit of watermark. However, the recovered watermark is in encrypted form which is decrypted by using the double columnar transposition algorithm [10] .
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The performance of the video watermarking scheme in this paper appraised by accomplishing total 6 standard video sequences as Akiyo, Foreman, Mother, Hall, Container and Coastguard with different motion complexity. These video sequences have minimum 300 and maximum 350 frames. The clip Akiyo is static video sequence having still background. A newsreader is having only lips movements and rest part of the video including background is immovable throughout the playing of video. The simulation results for evaluating the performance of this algorithm are categorized in three ways: Evaluating the threshold, testing the average perceptual quality and estimating the robustness against intentional, unintentional signal processing, re-encoding and frame based attacks. These measuring parameters are described as follows:
The perceptual quality of watermarked video is determined in terms of Peak Signal To Noise Ratio (PSNR i ) where i denotes the i th watermarked video. PSNR avg is obtained by summing the PSNR from all the watermarked sequences divided by the total number of video sequences (n). The robustness is evaluated by the following method.
W(i, j) and W ′ (i, j) are the pixels of original and extracted watermarks respectively.
Threshold Setting
Six standard video sequences Akiyo, Foreman, Coastguard, Container, Hall and Mother are used to fix the threshold in order to balance the tradeoff between perceptibility and robustness. Two experiments are performed to fulfill the aim. First simulation is carried out to estimate the similarities (NC) of extracted watermark at discrete interval of threshold as exposed in Figure 8 and second experiment evaluates the visual quality (PSNR) of watermarked video by varying the threshold as described in Figure 9 . It is perceived from the experimental results that more than 30dB of PSNR and 70% or above NC provide the satisfactory results for perceptibility and robustness issue respectively for any video watermarking scheme. From the Figure 8 , it is apparent that PSNR is decreasing as increasing the threshold. The average PSNR is 38.6010 obtained at threshold of 0.4 and average NC attained is 0.99985 against the threshold 0.2 considering for all the video sequences. To make the balance between similarity measure and perceptibility, the average threshold is (0.4+0.2)/2 =0.3. NC=1 reflect that 100% watermark is successfully extracted in case of no attack from most of the video sequences as shown in the Table 1 . 
Evaluation of Robustness by Applying Intentional and Unintentional Attacks
Several experiments have been evaluated to judge the robustness of the proposed scheme by considering the video Akiyo. To fulfill this purpose, attacks are applied on the watermarked video to retrieve the watermark. The attacks are based on utilizing the properties of video itself. One of the properties of video is its temporal characteristic, the sequence of still images known as video frames. Changing the order of some of the neighboring frames by an attacker insignificant affect on the perceptual quality of watermarked video but corrupt the embedded signal into it. Another characteristic of video is to contain the large amount of redundancies among the frames. Due to this, frames dropping, frame averaging and frame cropping attacks can be applied to disturb or completely remove the watermark. A cracker can disturb the watermark while preserving the quality of watermarked video by dropping some of the frames and/or replacing the same frames with the original so that the total number of frames will not be reduce. Some of the attacks on video watermarked signal are inherited from image watermarking. These attacks include geometric attacks contains rotation and cropping and various noise insertion attacks as Speckle noise, Gaussian noise, Salt and pepper noise and Poisson noise. The proposed scheme simulated the robustness against all above defined attack. Figure 10 . NC Vs Rotation (°) Figure 11 . NC Vs Cropping
Frames averaging attack
Another significant video watermarking attack is frame averaging attack. Average of numerous frames will eliminate the composition of the watermark. It indicates that the current frame is replaced with the average of its own, previous and next adjacent frame. 25% of the watermarked video frames are averaged to judge the performance of the scheme. It indicates that every 4th watermarked frame is averaged with its two just neighboring frames and resultant frame is replaced with the current one.
Frame swapping attack
Frame averaging can also obliterate the watermarked video and therefore affect the extraction quality of watermark. It expressed by defining F k =F k -1 and F k -1 = F k . Again, 25% of the watermarked video is passes through this attack. In this experiment, every fourth frame is swapped with its next neighboring frame. As the swapping process is started from the first frame, 50% of the watermarked I-frames were replaced with just ahead non watermarked B-frames. The effected I-frames are 1 st , 21 st , 41 st , 61 st , 81 st , 101 st , 121 st , 141 st , 161 st , 181 st , 201 st , 221 st , 241 st , 261 st , 281 st .
Frame dropping/ replacement attack
One of the properties of video is the existence of redundancy in its frames. By using this characteristic, a malicious user select some frames from different part of watermarked video and can drop in two different ways. In the first case, the selected video frames were dropped permanently from watermarked video and in other case the selected frames were replaced by their corresponding original frame. In both the cases, an attacker takes care the perceptibility of watermarked video must not be degraded significantly. The experimental simulation is carried out for both the cases. To fulfill this purpose, 25% of the frames are removed from the watermarked video which eliminates the 11 th , 21 st , 31 st ,41 st , 61 st , 71 st watermarked Iframes also. The second case also replaced the first 25% of the watermarked frames from the frames of original video. It replaced the 11 th , 21 st , 31 st ,41 st , 61 st , 71 st watermarked I-frames from the corresponding original non-watermarked I-frames.
Noise, Filtering and Compression Attacks
Adding noise into the watermarked video is another way to judge the robustness of the embedded watermark. Four different categories of noises Speckle, Poisson, Gaussian and Salt and Pepper were added in order to test the robustness. Due to this, the adverse affects is to face the difficulties while retrieving the watermark information. The proposed scheme applied multiplicative noise as speckle noise to each watermarked frame by using the following method.
frame W i denotes the i-frame from the watermarked-video (w), n is the equally scattered random noise with mean zero and variance 0.04 and frame A i is the resultant corresponding attacked ith-frame. Poisson noise is generated from the watermarked video object itself instead of adding artificial noise. Gaussian noise with zero mean and 0.01 of variance is applied on the watermarked video. As the size of each watermarked frame is 144 x 176=25344, the number of element affected by adding salt and pepper noise with intensity 0.1 is 25344 *0.1= 2534 pixels. On the contrary, median filter is used to remove the noises from the multimedia objects. It is one of the most common unintentional attacks in digital video. By creating the window size of 3x3, the median filter is applied on the watermarked video to extract the watermark. Certainly, the visual quality of watermarked video is degraded significantly due to huge data are lost. However the watermarked is recovered approximately more than 95% . The proposed scheme achieved the high robustness against all noise insertion based attack as shown in the Figure 13 .
Compression is another unintentional attack to video watermarking system. As the video consist the large voluminous data in Gigabytes (GB) or Terabytes (TB), therefore the basic requirement is to compress it before transmitting via internet. The watermarked video with bit rate of 15206 kbps is compressed with MPEG-2 compression standard, reduces the data rate by 40% with a bit rate of 989 kbps. However, it is observed from Figure 13 that the watermark is clearly extracted with high NC value. The aforesaid attacks are exploited on the watermarked video object and the outcomes reflects that the proposed scheme obtained an excellent robustness result against a large variety of intentional and unintentional attacks as illustrated in Figure 12 and Figure 13 
Computational Complexity
It is essential to test the proposed watermarking technique under the real-time constraint. In general, base-band based watermarking scheme have limitations to support the real-time requirement as compared to compressed domain. The proposed video watermarking suggested that the embedding and extraction process are carried out to make sure that the selected block is plain 8x8 2D-DCT block and the computation of only AC coefficient while ignoring the rest coefficients from a particular block. The simulation result has been 3341 taken for evaluating the elapsed time of proposed work. The processing time appreciating the above mentioned strategy is approximately 4.10 and 3.32s during embedding and extraction process respectively. Matlab ver. R2010a installed in computer system with configuration Intel® core™ Duo CPU, 1GB RAM and 32bit Operating system obtained these computing times. Figure 12 . Frame considering Attacks Figure 13 . The effect of robustness against different kind of noises and compression attacks
STATE OF ART VS PROPOSED METHOD
The concert of the proposed method is compared with existing schemes which are based on compressed domain conveyed in contemporary years. Ming Jiang et al. [9] proposed the video watermarking algorithm to protect the copyright of the video objects. DC coefficient from one 8 x 8 DCT block is responsible for inserting one watermark bit for embedding purpose. The insertion process is depends upon the DC coefficient is odd /even to insert 1/ 0 into it. In this way all the DC coefficients are utilize for embedding purpose. Yong et al. [14] described an adaptive video watermarking process based on human visual system (HVS) and MPEG-4 video compression theory. Low frequency DCT coefficients are utilized to embed the watermark. MPEG-4 video compression is designed for those applications in which low bandwidth are required to transmit the data. D. Badrinath et al. [15 ] suggested the dual video watermarking scheme based on MPEG-2 compression standard. The process of embedding the watermark is based on exploiting the I-frames which is further used to generate the DCT image. The resultant DCT image is added with the DCT of weighted watermark information. The robustness of the proposed scheme is compared with already delivered techniques for the selected attacks as temporal synchronization attacks including frame insertion, frame deletion, frame swapping and frame averaging, signal processing attacks covering various noise attacks as salt and pepper, speckle, Gaussian noise and Poisson noise attacks, median and wiener filtering attacks and recompression attacks. It is observed from Table. 2, the presented scheme offers better robustness compared to other suggested techniques. In addition to the better robustness achieved so far comparing with the existing methods, one major positive aspect of the proposed approach is that the scheme offered good robustness results against unintentional compression attack. The size of watermarked video and compression attacked watermarked video considering 'Akiyo' video sequence is 15.206 MB and 2.35 MB respectively. It reflects that even 85% of the data is lost during re-compression process, still the watermark is recovered almost 100% as shown in the Figure 13 . It is because of choosing only the smooth DCT blocks, not all, which is the key idea of the proposed method. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, an effective video watermarking method based on classifying the DCT block is proposed. The key design in the proposed scheme is the selection of smooth DCT blocks used for embedding purpose. Furthermore, only single AC pixels out of 63 are exploited from each selected smooth block for insertion and extraction process reflects that most of the DCT blocks and almost entire AC coefficients are not a part of watermarking process but always passes through normal MPEG compression technique which result a good perceptual quality of watermarked video is obtained. The simulation results have shown that the proposed scheme is highly robust against a large variety of signal processing attacks including intentional and unintentional attacks, frame based considering attacks and specially recompression attacks. Due to the semi blind extraction of watermark, the proposed scheme is utilized for public watermarking applications where the original video is not available for extraction process yet three cryptographic keys necessarily required. When security becomes more essential, then all I-frames even P-frames could be chosen for watermarking purpose at a cost of high computational complexity. Besides, the method proposed in the manuscript can be readily extended to other video watermarking applications with only slight revision.
